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Night Gallery is pleased to present Running Towards Nothing, an exhibition of new works by 
Newcastle-based artist Laura Lancaster. This is Lancaster’s first solo exhibition in Los Angeles.  

Lancaster is known for works which take found photographs as the basis for gestural, highly 
evocative paintings which reduce personalizing details in service to an exploration of 
atmosphere. The fluid lines of her paintings push their source material nearly to the point of 
abstraction, conjuring forms and spatial relationships through oppositions in value. The resulting 
images take on the murky quality of memory, depicting mundane moments pared down to their 
poetic essences.  

This new series of paintings marks a material departure for Lancaster, who for the first time uses 
exclusively water-based paints. From this purely formal decision emerges a new quality to her 
images: where previous series have taken particular preoccupation with shadows, these works 
emphasize luminescence. Many of these new scenes involve pools and mirrors, surfaces which 
destabilize the ground of the image by refracting light. Within Lancaster’s work, they would seem 
to suggest reality dissolving in real time, warping and doubling our perceptions of space. The 
canonical nature of Lancaster’s subjects – women seated in front of mirrors, bathers, and 
dancers in ethereal spaces –  further dislocates them from the specifics of their era to achieve a 
timeless transcendence. 

For this body of work, Lancaster has also expanded her process of translation: whereas previous 
works were painted directly from photographs, here she has added the intermediary step of 
pastel drawing, a factor which allows masterfully tight compositions to appear sprawling and 
freehanded. With her procedure elongated in this way, the works become extended meditations 
on the search for permanence in experience, testaments to the slippery nature of time. 

 

Laura Lancaster was born in Hartlepool, UK in 1979. She has had recent solo exhibitions at New Art Gallery, Walsall, 
UK; Sargent's Daughters, New York, NY; Wooson Gallery, Daegu, South Korea; Workplace Gallery, London, UK. Group 
exhibitions include Dismaland, Weston-super-Mare, UK; Private Utopia, Tokyo Station Gallery, Japan; Museum of Art, 
Kochi, Japan; Itami City Museum of Art, Japan; Prefectural Museum of Art, Japan; Kunstmuseum, Bern, Switzerland; 
the Museum of Modern Art, St. Etienne; Glasgow International; October Salon, Belgrade, Palazzo Della Arte, Napoli; 
Accademia d'Ungheria a Roma; BALTIC 39, Newcastle, UK; and the Walker Art Galleries, Liverpool, UK, among others. 
Her work is included in the British Council Collection; the Ernst & Young Collection; the Government Art Collection, 
UK; the Hort Collection; the UBS Bank Collection; and the Zabludowicz Collection, among others. She lives and works 
in Newcastle Upon Tyne, UK.  




